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Continuously monitoring its position in space relative to a goal is one of the most essential tasks for an animal that moves through its environment. Species as diverse as rats, bees, and crabs achieve this by integrating all changes of direction with the distance covered during their foraging trips, a process called path
integration. They generate an estimate of their current position relative to a starting point, enabling a
straight-line return, following what is known as a home vector. While in theory path integration always leads
the animal precisely back home, in the real world noise limits the usefulness of this strategy when operating
in isolation. Noise results from stochastic processes in the nervous system and from unreliable sensory information, particularly when obtaining heading estimates. Path integration, during which angular self-motion
provides the sole input for encoding heading (idiothetic path integration), results in accumulating errors that
render this strategy useless over long distances. In contrast, when using an external compass this limitation
is avoided (allothetic path integration). Many navigating insects indeed rely on external compass cues for
estimating body orientation, whereas they obtain distance information by integration of steps or opticflow-based speed signals. In the insect brain, a region called the central complex plays a key role for
path integration. Not only does the central complex house a ring-attractor network that encodes head directions, neurons responding to optic flow also converge with this circuit. A neural substrate for integrating direction and distance into a memorized home vector has therefore been proposed in the central complex. We
discuss how behavioral data and the theoretical framework of path integration can be aligned with these
neural data.
Introduction
Well before the advent of GPS, humans have had a need to
revisit specific sites, for instance, the home cave or a specific
tree that is abundant in fruit. While a map would be useful in
these instances to avoid getting lost, creating a map requires information of where one is relative to the goal or the starting
point of a trip. This is particularly difficult if there are no conspicuous features in the environment, for example in the desert or at
sea. Early sailors, when venturing out into the sea, found a solution to this problem. They regularly updated their position relative to the point of departure by measuring traveling speed and
direction, a strategy called dead reckoning. In animals this
behavior is termed path integration [1]. Many arthropods,
including a wide variety of insects — for example, shield bugs
[2,3], field crickets [4], cockroaches [5], flies [6], honeybees [7]
and ants [8] (Figure 1A) — are known to use this strategy to return to their nest, hive or burrow by the shortest possible route
after convoluted foraging trips. This is critical for survival since it
reduces predatory pressure and allows the animal to minimize
exposure to hostile weather conditions. In principle, during
path integration animals continuously keep track of the distance
and the directions traveled and then integrate this information to
produce a single ‘home’ vector that takes them directly back to
the point of origin (Figure 1B). While path integration in a strict
sense does not include the homeward journey — it only refers
to the update of the internal position estimate with respect to
a point of origin — without homing behavior it is very difficult
to obtain an experimental readout of the animal’s internal

position estimate. This raises the question of whether homing
insects are the only species with the capability for path integration. If it is not used for homing, which behaviors would a
path-integration-based position estimate be used for? In more
general terms this leads to the question of how useful path integration is as an independent navigation strategy and how it interacts with other behavioral modules. We propose that the
answer might be found by examining the neural circuits underlying path integration behavior.
If the circuits underlying path integration are unique to homing insects, this might suggest that path integration can be
understood as an isolated behavioral module. In contrast, if
path integration results from neural ensembles participating
in many functions, all insects with those circuits could potentially have this capability and one can expect that path integration interacts strongly with other behaviors also driven by the
shared circuits. Intuitively, one might think that any neural circuit for path integration must comprise an angular integrator
that keeps track of the animal’s turns, and an odometer that integrates the current speed of the animal over time, i.e. keeps
track of distance using dedicated odometer cells. Together
both would encode the animal’s position relative to a point of
origin. As explained in the following sections, this simplistic
view of the neural basis of path integration is not in agreement
with behavioral data or theoretical considerations, and recent
insights into the neural substrates of path integration indeed
point to a much more integrated internal representation of the
insect’s position.
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Figure 1. Path integration in insects.
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Path Integration Behavior
Requisites of the Path Integrator
The strongest evidence for the ability to path integrate comes
from displacing animals to an unfamiliar location while they
attempt to return home (Figure 1C). If these displaced animals
travel in the direction where home would have been and ignore
the passive displacement, one can conclude that the animal
has a path integrator. When these experiments were done in
desert ants, it was revealed that one key input required for the
path integrator is a reliable external compass. The main compass cue that these and other insects use for path integration
is the pattern of polarized light present in the blue sky [9]. This allows an insect to infer the Sun’s position without the need to see
the Sun directly. As with all celestial cues, the polarization
pattern is reliable because its source is located at (effectively)
an infinite distance from the animal, so that the orientation of
the celestial cue changes only when animals carry out rotational
motion, but not during translational motion. Specialized sets of
ommatidia located in the dorsal rim area of the insect’s compound eyes detect changes in the angle of polarization (E-vector)
[10,11]. Many insects in addition possess simple eyes, known as
ocelli, on the dorsal surface of the head that are often also sensitive to polarized light [12–15], but their contribution to path integration behavior is unclear. Similarly, compass information
derived from other global cues, such as the position of the Sun
[16] and the Moon [17], spectral and intensity cues [18,19], magnetic cues [20–22], and the Milky Way [23,24], are also used for
insect navigation, yet whether they contribute to path integration
is still unclear.
The second input required for the path integrator is an odometer. Which sensory information insects use for measuring distances depends on their mode of locomotion. Walking insects,
such as ants, rely on a pedometer, that is, their distance
R1044 Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018

(A) The main group of animals in which path integration has been described: ants (Melophorus
bagoti, photo credit: Ajay Narendra), honeybees
(Apis mellifera; photo credit: Theotime Colin),
shield bug (Parastrachia japonensis; reproduced
with permission from [125]), field cricket (Gryllus
campestris; photo credit: Giles San Martin). (B) A
classic example of path integration from the
foraging journey of an individual Saharan desert
ant, Cataglyphis fortis. An ant departs the nest and
finds food following a tortuous journey after travelling 354.50 m (blue path). Upon finding food the
ant returns home directly (orange path) travelling
113.20 m (modified from [126] with permission
from the original authors). (C) Path integration in
the Central Australian desert ant, Melophorus
bagoti. Ants that arrived at a food source placed at
6 m, 12 m, 20 m or 35 m were captured, transferred
in dark and released at a distant location where
their paths were tracked until they began searching. In each case, animals travelled in the direction
towards the fictive nest (N*), but they travelled only
half-way towards home. The end of each path is
where the search begins. These ants typically
establish individualistic routes that weave around
bushes and tussocks in the Australian desert.
Travelling about half the distance indicated by the
path integrator is theoretically the optimal strategy
when animals have established a familiar corridor.
(Adapted from [44] and [45].)

estimation is based on integrating the number of steps [25,26].
This was elegantly shown by shortening or lengthening the
legs of ants that had arrived at a food source after travelling a
specific distance. Ants with modified longer legs overshot on
their home journey, whereas those with modified shorter legs
underestimated the homeward distance.
As ants and other insects also walk over undulating terrain, the
path integrator takes into account the angular upward and
downward slopes that the animal travels. It encodes not the
entire distance traveled, but the sum of the horizontal projections
it traversed during the outbound journey [27]. This efficiently
compensates for differences in terrain along the outbound and
inbound trip. While behaviorally well-described, it is still not
known whether step integration is driven by the proprioceptors
located in body joints or by monitoring activity of a pattern generator for walking.
Insects can also use another sensory cue to gauge distance
traveled: optic flow, the rate at which visual information moves
across their retina when they navigate their environment
[28,29]. While the pedestrian ants generally appear to ignore
lateral optic flow and respond only weakly to changes in the
ventral optic flow [30,31], a convincing case for the use of optic
flow in ants comes from studying social carrying behavior [32].
During social carrying, a transporter ant carries one of its nestmates to a new nest, which is unfamiliar to the carried individual.
If the pair is separated and the passenger is released within a
channel placed in an unfamiliar location, it travels the entire
homeward distance, demonstrating that the ant has obtained
distance information despite not having been able to use its
step integrator. If the ventral region of the eye was occluded during the passive transport, preventing optic flow detection, the ant
appears to be lost when released in the test channel, suggesting
that optic flow information is indeed used by passengers to
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estimate the distance home. Interestingly, distance information
obtained from optic flow during an outward journey could not
be transferred to a stride integrator during the homeward
journey, suggesting distinct neural correlates for each process.
Unlike ants, flying insects appear to estimate distances exclusively by integrating optic flow [28,29], a finding largely based on
data from honeybees. Individual honeybees that return to the
hive after a successful foraging trip convey information about
the location of the food source to their nestmates through the
waggle dance [33,34]. During the dance, the bees move along
a straight line while they waggle their abdomen, loop to the left
to return to the starting point, repeat the waggling along the
straight line, before making a loop to the right to repeat the entire
sequence of movements. The duration of the waggle phase is
proportional to the distance between the hive and the food
source, and the angle between the axis of the waggle and the
vertical direction provides the direction to the food source with
respect to the Sun. Importantly, observing the dance gives direct
insight into the knowledge the bee has of its foraging trip and
thus a view of the result of its path integration computations.
A functional celestial compass is also required for distance
estimation. In fact, ants walking in channels only integrate distances when they have had access to polarized skylight and
ignore the distance they walk in conditions where the sky is
occluded [35]. This indicates that insects do not record distance
and direction information separately, but store both in an integrated manner, refuting the notion of explicit odometer cells.
Honeybees do something slightly different, giving rise to the

Figure 2. The path integrator interacts with
visual landmarks and search strategies.
(A) Cataglyphis velox ants were trained to travel to
a feeder and were captured when they were 0 m,
1 m, 3 m or 7 m from the nest. Captured ants were
transferred in dark and released nearby, 1.5 m
from the nest; initial heading directions were recorded on a goniometer. Rose plots show that the
initial heading direction of ants captured at 0 m
from the nest was directed towards the nest by
using visual landmarks; ants captured at 3 m and
7 m followed their home vector; ants captured at
1 m from the nest chose a direction between the
dictates of the path integrator and visual landmarks. The dark green arrow indicates the mean
vector. (Published with permission of the Royal
Society, from [41].) (B) Myrmecia croslandi ants
from one nest (brown circle) typically travel to a
nest specific tree (star) on which they forage. Ants
were captured at the base of the tree, transferred
in dark to one of eight randomly selected release
sites (green circles). Full vector ants were tracked
until they arrived close to the nest (orange paths)
and were recaptured and re-released as zerovector ants (blue paths) at a release site opposite
to the first one. (Published with permission of the
Royal Society, from [42].) Ants ignore their path
integrator and return directly home relying exclusively on visual landmark information. (C) Illustration
of search patterns of animals captured at the nest
and released (brown circle) at a distant location.
Despite different habitats and no close phylogenetic
relationship, the desert isopod [69] (photo credit:
Ferenc Vilisics), Australian desert ant [75] (photo
credit: Ajay Narendra), and Saharan desert ant [66]
search in ever-increasing loops and return close to
the start of search at the end of each loop (photo:
Cataglyphis bicolor; photo credit: Ajay Narendra).

possibility that that they store multiple vectors: a personal vector
that the bee individually relies on and a communal vector to
convey the distance information to nestmates [36]. This was
discovered by training honeybees to a feeder at a known distance and depriving the bees of celestial cues along some
segments of the outbound trip. The personal vector ignored
the distance travelled without celestial compass, whereas the
communal vector included these segments.
Path Integration Interacts with Other Navigational
Strategies
In visually poor landscapes, such as saltpans or mudflats, the visual world for an animal remains fairly similar over hundreds of
meters. Hence in such landscapes, irrespective of how far animals are displaced from their typical foraging area, they rely primarily on their path integrator and travel most of the distance
indicated by their home vector [37,38]. In contrast, ants that
live in slightly cluttered landscapes learn visual landmark information and establish individualistic routes that lead them to their
food sources and back to the nest [39]. If they are displaced
close to the familiar foraging corridor, they initially orient using visual landmarks or chose an intermediate direction between the
real home and the direction indicated by the path integrator
(Figure 2A) [40,41], and subsequently find home by relying on visual landmarks along the route [40]. In contrast, when ants are
displaced to previously unvisited locations but within their
foraging range, they ignore compass information from the path
integrator and exclusively use visual landmark information to
directly head home [42,43] (Figure 2B). Finally, ants occupying
Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018 R1045
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landmark-rich habitats follow their home vector only for a short
distance when displaced to unfamiliar locations [44,45]
(Figure 1C). Overall, the degree to which ants rely on their path
integrator when placed in an unfamiliar location thus inversely
correlates with the availability of landmarks in their habitat [45].
Optimally, path integration and other spatial estimates should
be combined by weighting each estimate’s level of certainty,
which for path integration is inversely proportional to path
length — the longer the path, the less reliable the position estimate. Intuitively, when in conflict, a less certain estimate should
be weighted less. Wystrach et al. [41], however, showed that
positional certainty cannot explain behavior resulting from conflicts between path integration and visual cues (Figure 2A).
Instead, the data matched better with a strategy in which the
ants ignore the distance to the goal and only account for the
angular component of the uncertainty distribution, that is,
weighting directional certainty. These results could be explained
by averaging path integration vectors of various length in memory, suggesting that the working memory resulting from path
integration is transferred to long-term memory, which then is
optimized over the course of multiple homing runs.
The extent to which insects use polarized skylight, a key input
to the path integrator, is also context dependent. Foraging ants
that leave the nest weight both celestial and terrestrial compass
cues equally and hence respond to a change in the pattern of
polarized skylight by about half of the manipulation [46]. When
ants are returning home, they weight their polarization compass
more strongly the further they are away from the nest [47].
Path integration also serves as a reference system for learning
visual landmarks. Naı̈ve eusocial insects emerging from their
nest for the first time learn the nest-associated visual landmarks
through carefully choreographed learning walks or flights [48–
50]. Information learnt during this phase is used to pinpoint
home during their return journeys. After leaving the nest, flying insects turn back and move in a series of arcs centered around the
nest, gradually gaining distance and elevation, while ensuring the
nest is always seen in the left or right visual field. Walking insects,
such as ants, engage in learning walks, where they carry out multiple loops that begin and end at the nest [20,49,51]. During these
loops, ants systematically turn back and look towards the nest.
The only strategy that allows them to repeatedly acquire nestoriented views is by relying on the path integrator [52]. This is
because the ants cannot see the nest entrance during their
learning walks, which is typically an inconspicuous hole in the
ground. Thus, the path integrator is the main framework on which
visual representation of the nest environment is generated.
In conclusion, the insect path integrator does not work in isolation but interacts with other navigational information present in
the environment, resulting in robust as well as flexible orientation
behavior. Moreover, path integration appears to be the fallback
strategy used if no other options are available. To illuminate
why this is the case, the theoretical underpinnings of path integration have to be examined.
Theory of Path Integration
Mathematically, path integration is perfect. Even though it can be
described using different reference frames and coordinate systems, these implementations all have the same outcome: the
animal exactly pinpoints its origin. In the real world, and as
R1046 Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018

indicated by the behavioral data above, this is clearly not the
case. This discrepancy results from the fact that errors occur,
which causes uncertainty in the animal’s estimate of its position.
Where do these errors originate? They result from noise. Noise
is a ubiquitous part of the world, manifest at all physical scales
[53–55]. It ranges from inherent quantum uncertainty, randomness of molecular ensembles, the stochasticity of neural spikes,
to environmental obstruction or distortion of sensory cues. Noise
is considered here as any random perturbation on a path integration input, update or output, which cannot be predicted or detected by the insect. Consequently, noise reduces the accuracy
of path integration. To survive, insects have evolved corrective
and compensatory strategies for mitigating the impact of path
integration errors.
Path Integration Errors and Reference Frames
Active displacement is the canonical input for all path integration
computations. Unavoidably, noise impacts on displacement estimates, resulting in angular and linear input errors that affect the
positional uncertainty of the animal. While linear errors from distance estimates always accumulate with increasing path length,
angular errors must be subdivided based on their impact on path
integration accuracy: First, direction errors occur when using a
compass or stable landmark; and second, rotation errors occur
when integrating angular velocity to estimate direction. Of those,
only rotational errors accumulate with increasing foraging time.
Path integration updates and memories are also susceptible to
error. Both information transfer and the changing neural code during path integration computations are impacted by noise, causing
some discrepancy between path integration updates and true
displacement. The maintenance of path integration memory during a journey and across multiple path integration tasks is also
susceptible to error. As it is assumed that only those movement
and steering errors that are not detected or updated will affect
path integration, these output errors are considered together
with sensory and update errors.
As mentioned above, only rotational angular errors accumulate. Thus, the impact of input noise depends on whether rotations or directions are used to estimate displacement (Figure 3A)
[56–58]. Compass or compass-like information is used to estimate displacement in allothetic path integration. By definition,
compass cues provide a stable direction input — displacement
estimates will not accumulate directional error over time. Using
idiothetic cues, such as those from self-motion, alone, displacement must use rotational estimates cumulatively, resulting in idiothetic path integration.
The properties of allothetic path integration and idiothetic path
integration differ substantially (for mathematical details see [56–
58]). Given identical stepwise errors, idiothetic path integration
accumulates positional uncertainty much more rapidly, and is
much less accurate than allothetic path integration (Figure 3B,C).
This is because the accumulation of angular errors in idiothetic
path integration is without bound, thereby progressively
increasing the input error. Using allothetic path integration,
angular errors are bounded by the compass, and path integration positional uncertainty increases linearly with journey length.
Additionally, idiothetic path integration systematically underestimates the net distance travelled, capping the maximal
distance that can be represented. The combination of large
positional uncertainty and systematic distance underestimation
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rent location, are represented with
respect to that external reference
makes idiothetic path integration untenable for all but the short- (Figure 3D,E) [59,60]. Coordinates may either be projected along
est of paths.
pre-defined directions (static vectorial basis) or be free to rotate
(dynamic vectorial basis). There is no maximum number of referSpatial Coordinate Systems for Path Integration
In principle, path integration information needs to be stored ence directions, but as the animal’s heading in the real world will
temporarily and updated regularly, a process that results in only rarely align with any pre-defined direction, an accurate
some error with each update. This process can be implemented heading representation always requires an additional projection
in various coordinate systems differing in two characteristics: computation onto at least two static reference vectors at each
first, egocentric versus allocentric reference frame; and second, step (Figure 3D,E).
static versus dynamic vectorial basis [59]. The reference frame
Irrespective of the type of directional input, the type of coordidefines the origin and reference vectors of the coordinate nate system that is internally used for storing and updating the
system: egocentric means the self is at the origin and all other animal’s position determines whether path integration update
Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018 R1047
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requires a rotation estimate, therefore affecting path integration
accuracy (Figure 3F) [59,61]. Any dynamic vectorial basis or
egocentric reference frame requires rotation estimates and
thus causes cumulative angular errors similar to idiothetic path
integration (subtle differences described in [59]), resulting in
large, nonlinear positional uncertainty. An allocentric static
vectorial representation is therefore expected to be most resistant to update noise, because it is the only coordinate system
class not requiring rotation estimates. Moreover, if a compass
is used, positional uncertainty from allocentric static vectorial
representations accumulates linearly, like allothetic path integration. Therefore, the variance of positional uncertainty should increase linearly with path length, which is indeed consistent
with insect data [62].
When distance estimates during path integration build up over
time in ‘allocentric static vectorial representations’, this is functionally equivalent to a ring of static reference vectors pointing
into all azimuth directions, upon which the animal’s movements
continuously accumulate (Figure 3). In other implementations of
allocentric static vectorial representations, even distance components are static, so that each vector represents an external location or ‘place’. Path integration updates would entail shifting the
neural representation along a two-dimensional array of places. If
the neural representation is encoded by spike rate, neurons may
behave like ‘place cells’ of the mammalian hippocampus [59].
The presence of anatomical substrates for a ring-like path integration system in the insect central complex (see below), the
absence of definitive ‘place cell’ evidence, and the apparent
match between theoretical and behavioral data suggest that insect path integration is best described by a ring-like ‘allocentric
static vectorial representation’ model [59,63,64].
Systematic Search and Path Integration
As all path integrators accumulate errors they lead animals only
to the vicinity of the goal, rather than to the goal itself. To overcome this uncertainty, insect path integration must always operate together with a search strategy to ensure the target is found
[37,65–67]. An insect’s uncertainty about the precise location of
its goal increases with foraging distance. During path integration
this means that the longer the outbound path becomes, the
greater is the uncertainty of the animal’s position estimate. Insect
search therefore has likely evolved to complement path integration to find a target as efficiently as possible and, given this intimate link, the two behaviors potentially result from shared neural
substrates [64].
Insects begin searching behavior when they have not found
their goal after traveling their entire vector towards home or towards a food source. Food-specific searches have been mostly
described in honeybees [67] and are needed as the waggle
dance that recruits them to the food source will not direct them
with pinpoint accuracy [68]. In contrast, we know most about
home-specific searches in ants and isopods. In all cases, and
irrespective of whether the animals are walking or flying, individuals search in ever increasing loops, returning close to the start
of their search at the end of each loop [65,69] (Figure 2C). As
longer traveling distances decrease the accuracy of the path
integrator, the search is adjusted accordingly. Ants adapt by
searching in wider loops when the accuracy of the path integrator is low, but focus their search to a narrow area when the
accuracy of the path integrator is high [37]. Irrespective of the
R1048 Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018

state of the path integrator, some ant species also search
when they detect that their familiar visual landmarks are absent
during homing. In these cases, they generate a progressive
search where loops get larger but drift towards the nest [70].
Similar to path integration, search is imperfect. For each increment of search effort, there is a chance that an insect may miss
the target. The total probability of successfully locating the target
additionally takes into account knowledge of the target’s location (target uncertainty function), which, during path integration,
is equal to the positional uncertainty when search is initiated. If
this target uncertainty function follows a circular Gaussian distribution, success is optimized when the search distribution follows an inverted parabola [71–73] (Box 1I; for mathematical
details see Supplemental Information). The shape of this curve
dictates that the optimal search radius should increase slowly
over time, proportional to the fourth root of the total allocated
search time. Crucially, there is no need to plan the total search
effort before beginning to search, as later search effort can simply add to earlier search effort without affecting optimality.
Optimal search can be implemented by adding widening discs
of search area, similar to the above described ant search strategy [65,66]. Note that until an insect finds its target or other
familiar cue, its uncertainty is expected to continue increasing.
How do these considerations apply to path integration? For
path integration using a compass-driven, allocentric static
vectorial representation, optimal search theory makes a number
of testable predictions. For example, Merkle and Wehner [74]
compared two ant populations of which one covered double
the distances prior to search initiation (14 m versus 28 m).
Optimal search theory predicts a very small difference in the
search radii between the two groups, consistent with observations (Supplemental Information), but contrary to the authors’
original interpretation that small differences meant ants did not
adapt their search widths. Similarly small differences in search
radius were reported in another species of ant [75]. In contrast,
the uncertainty distribution itself should differ substantially under
the same conditions, again in close agreement with data (Supplemental Information). Furthermore, the maximum search
radius should be proportional to t0.5, almost identical to Cataglyphis search data from [65] (Box 1(II), Supplemental Information).
In contrast to ants in open fields, bees are often tested in onedimensional tunnels. Does optimal search still hold in these
situations? If an insect simply takes a slice through the optimal
two-dimensional search distribution, initial search width should
be proportional to the fourth root of the foraging distance, d0
(Supplemental Information). However, one-dimensional search
width increases linearly with the foraging distance in honeybees
[76]. This result can still be explained by optimal search theory,
if bees use a two-dimensional path integration-search heuristic
but are forced to execute search in one dimension. Estimated using the bees’ U-turn positions, the one-dimensional search radius
should then be proportional to training distance, as reported in
honeybees (see Supplemental Information for details; Box 1(III)).
Despite the near perfect matches between predictions and
observations described so far, there remains a potentially
serious gap in our understanding of path integration-related
search. Two parameters of optimal search are properties of the
insect — the effective search width W and the uncertainty constant ks, which is the total rate of increase of positional variance
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Box 1. Aligning optimal search theory and path integration uncertainty estimates.

(I) Left: hypothetical target uncertainty distribution (prior target
density function) following a Gaussian distribution. Right: corresponding optimal search density function, assuming an exponential detection law. Notably, search should follow a parabolic
distribution if the prior is Gaussian.

(II) Theory matches data: Assuming path integration using a
compass and an allothetic static vectorial representation,
optimal search theory predicts that the search radius should increase as the square root of the search time, t. This is close to
the index of best fit (0.48, green) when fitted to redigitized Cataglyphis spp. data from [65].
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(III) Theory matches data: For honeybees flying along onedimensional flight tunnels we assume that search loops are
compressed to one dimension, but remain the same length,
implying that honeybees are using two-dimensional path integration heuristic rather than having adaptable uncertainty
representation. Then, the search width should be proportional
to pre-search flight distance (equal to the training distance),
as indeed measured by [76].
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(IV) An unresolved issue is the magnitude of path integration uncertainty. Using positional variance estimates of ants from [62],
the uncertainty increase per 1 cm travelled (gray line) is approximately half an A4 page (at 95% confidence). Alternative estimation methods, using the median radius of search initiation
points, lead to even larger errors. The inset shows that theoretical uncertainty, assuming unrealistically large step length error
(SD of 0.5 cm) and compass error (SD of 22.5 ), is dwarfed by
actual uncertainty.
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Figure 4. A duo-accumulator path
integration model explains diverse insect
path integration properties.
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during path integration. Data from Cataglyphis [65] yield a search
width of W = 3.8 m (Supplemental Information), which means
that the ant must recognize its nest perfectly at 1.9 m away either
side, in stark contrast to the observed 2–3 cm reported elsewhere [62]. One possible resolution of this discrepancy is that insects could actually search for a relatively large familiar region
from which they can find home, rather than home itself. Supporting this view, ants which inhabit landmark-rich environments
seem to initiate search early to find a familiar route, rather than
the nest per se [45].
Importantly, the uncertainty constant ks gives insight into the
magnitude of path integration-related positional uncertainty. Using the above data, and assuming a circular Gaussian uncertainty distribution, path integration positional uncertainty in
ants increases at a seemingly inexplicable rate or >310 cm2 (
half an A4 page) per 1 cm walked (Box 1(IV)). Comparable estimates are found using the median radius of search initiation
points [37]. It is unclear what could cause such large path
integration errors, or whether current neurocomputational
models can cope with them [64,77]. As even unrealistically large
sensory errors cannot come close to such uncertainty (Box 1(IV)),
path integration error may be largely due to internal path integration update noise rather than input/output noise. A possible
explanation for such large errors is that insects which navigate
long distances could have evolved a smaller gain per unit distance travelled in their path integration accumulator, that is,
they sacrifice accuracy for range given finite neural resources.
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Insects with smaller foraging ranges would be predicted to
have smaller errors per unit distance (larger gain). In contrast, a
larger foraging range would require learning an extended familiar
nest region, with correspondingly large search width.
A Duo-Accumulator Model for Path Integration
As out-lined above, the honeybee dance provides a vectorial
readout of recent navigation journeys and appears to depend
on the same information used for path integration [78], thus offering a window into the underlying mechanisms. In addition to
informing us about the nature of the bee’s odometer, dance observations suggest that a bee must remember a net path integration vector between nest and reward, which is reset to zero at the
nest. Yet, at the same time, the bee cannot forget the reward
vector which it uses to produce the dance. This suggests that
separate accumulators for outbound and inbound journeys
may be required (Figure 4A). A consequence of such a duoaccumulator is that inbound and outbound path integration behaviors become dissociable. If, for instance, the outbound and
inbound paths differ, dance may only show the outbound
(reward-bound) information, and it is left to the recruit to find
home after foraging, consistent with experimental data [36,79]
and difficult to explain by other models. Another consequence
is that dance distance and travel distance may differ, as was
shown when honeybees are guided along a partially occluded
path to reward during training [36,79] (Figure 4C). A similar
reduction in path integration distance along unoccluded channels was also reported in ants [35].
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Path integration may be used directly to control dance
behavior or indirectly via stored memories. Theoretically, a
honeybee could more accurately estimate a reward location by
combining noisy estimates from multiple visits, particularly if
path integration uncertainty is large. That requires a longerterm memory which averages multiple path integration estimates, potentially explaining the multimodal honeybee dances
reported by [80] (Figure 4D).
Overall, dance observations suggest that the path integrator of
the insect brain likely interacts with long-term memory to allow
vector averaging, in line with the above mentioned behavioral
observations in ants [41]. Additionally, the dissociable inbound
and outbound vectors discovered via dance observations are
easily explainable if the bee’s path integration circuit comprises
two separate accumulators. To gauge how realistic this model is,
we have to ask what is known about how insect brains control
path integration?
The Neural Basis of Path Integration
A brain region called the central complex has emerged as a likely
site in the insect brain to serve as the neural substrate for path
integration. This highly conserved, midline-spanning group of
neuropils in the center of the brain consists of the upper and

Nodulus

lower divisions of the central body (CBU and CBL; ellipsoid
and fan-shaped body in flies), the protocerebral bridge and the
paired noduli (Figure 5A) [81–83]. It is characterized by a regular,
repetitive neuroarchitechture of 16–18 vertical columns and
several horizontal layers [84,85], both of which are formed by
repeating sets of columnar neurons, combined with tangential
input neurons innervating entire layers. Most cell types of the
central complex are conserved at least anatomically across
all insect species investigated to date, suggesting that the principal circuit outline has evolved more than 350 million years
ago [84–87].
Sensing Directions
Estimating the insect’s current heading requires information
either from global compass cues or, if these are unavailable,
from rotational motion cues. The most prominent pathway for
sending compass information to the central complex comprises
a set of neurons indirectly linking the optic lobe to the CBL
(Figure 5A) [10]. In many insects, these cells carry global compass information derived from the skylight polarization pattern
and other celestial cues. This compass-pathway has been
most extensively studied in locusts (reviewed in [10,88]), but
has also been identified in the Monarch butterfly [86,89], dung
beetles [87,90], ants [91], and bees [64]. When presenting a
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rotating polarizer to the animal from above, polarization sensitive
(POL) neurons of this pathway respond with sinusoidal changes
in their action potential frequency [88]. Each cell is tuned to a
particular plane of polarization (E-vector), at which it exhibits
maximal activity. As a given E-vector correlates with the solar
azimuth, at least when viewed in the zenith, each POL cell
encodes the direction of the animal relative to solar azimuth.
Across the population of POL neurons all tuning angles exist,
thus representing all possible compass directions. After the information is transmitted to the central complex, an ordered array
of these E-vector tunings emerges in the columns of the protocerebral bridge [92]. Here, a POL neuron’s tuning corresponds
to its anatomical location along the width of the protocerebral
bridge, systematically shifting from left to right until all possible
E-vectors are covered. Activity across the protocerebral bridge
therefore is predicted to form a localized bump of maximal
spike-rate, depending on the direction the animal faces with
respect to the Sun.
In Drosophila, this prediction based on global compass cues
has been confirmed directly by imaging entire populations of
neurons homologous to the locust POL neurons [93–96]. These
experiments were carried out in closed-loop conditions with flies
walking on an air-suspended ball or during tethered flight. The
flies used were genetically engineered to express a calcium indicator in a set of neurons called the E-PG cells (homologous to
CL1 cells; Figure 5B). These neurons connect single CBL columns (ellipsoid body in flies) to single protocerebral bridge-columns in a highly stereotypical projection pattern (Figure 5C).
When imaged during behavior, the population of E-PG cells
generated a single bump of high activity across the width of
the CBL [93]. According to the projection pattern of these cells,
this bump is also observable in each hemisphere of the protocerebral bridge. When the fly turned clockwise, the bump moved
anti-clockwise to a new position and vice versa when the fly
moved anti-clockwise. The activity bump thus tracked the
angular movements of the fly, generating a distribution of activity
across the central complex that encodes head direction.
The principal input to these cells are the Drosophila ring neurons (the homologous counterparts of TL neurons from other insects) [97]. These carry information about the visual environment
in flies [97], while they are the final element of the POL pathway in
other insects [10]. This suggests that the TL neuron pathway has
been rededicated to relay the directional information to the central complex that is most relevant in each particular species.
Whatever the source of information, the result of the computations in the central complex always appears to be a bump of activity encoding the current heading of the insect.
The Drosophila head-direction cells are not only active in the
presence of visual input, but function also in darkness [93].
This indicates that proprioceptive input is used by these cells
and suggests that rotation estimates converge with visual input.
If both pathways are conserved in all insects, allothetic compass
signals should converge with idiothetic rotation estimates in the
head-direction circuit. As demonstrated by path integration theory reviewed above, a heading estimate based only on idiothetic
information should accumulate significant error [56,58,59].
Indeed, the head-direction activity bump drifted out of sync
with the real heading of the fly in darkness. By measuring the activity of individual neurons with extracellular recordings rather
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than imaging an entire neuronal population, head-direction cells
resembling those in the fly were found also in cockroaches [98].
Considering the data from compass encoding in locusts, bees,
butterflies and beetles together with head-direction encoding in
flies and cockroaches, it appears likely that the same circuitry is
implemented in the central complex of all insects. While shifting
emphasis on different inputs according to ecological need, the
head-direction circuit can be expected to use a combination of
global compass cues, reliable landmark information and rotation
estimates (from rotational optic flow and proprioceptive input) to
encode the current heading of the insect in the context of any
navigation strategy, including for path integration. At least
some neural substrates required for path integration — the
above mentioned head-direction code — are therefore most
likely shared between all behaviors that require an oriented
response within either an internal or external reference frame.
Recently, the nature of the circuit that generates and maintains
the head-direction activity bump in Drosophila has been illuminated in detail. As predicted by theoretical considerations
more than two decades ago, a circuit motif called a ‘ring attractor’ can account for the observed activity in the central complex
[99]. This hypothetical circuit comprises, in principle, a circular
array of neurons that are linked by mutual inhibitory connections,
complemented by local excitatory connections between neighboring members of the ring. Any activity injected into that circuit
will consolidate itself into a single bump and will be maintained
even in the absence of new input. If each neuron of the ring represents a different azimuth angle (a fixed reference vector), then
the combined activity in all neurons in the ring encodes the current heading of the animal and, when combined with an accumulator, can be used directly as input for a path integrator, creating
a static vectorial representation of a position estimate (the number of cells being equivalent to the number of reference vectors).
The eight columnar Drosophila E-PG neurons per hemisphere
form the core of such a ring attractor circuit [96].
Which neurons mediate the postulated local excitation between neighboring cells and the ring-wide inhibition needed for
the attractor circuit? First, E-PG neurons are connected to
another type of columnar neuron of the central complex, the
P-EN neurons. While the E-PG cells receive input in the CBL
and project to the protocerebral bridge, the P-EN cells possess
the opposite polarity (Figure 5B,D) [94,95]. Using these morphological features, both types of cell form reciprocal excitatory connections. Crucially, the projection patterns of both cell types are
not identical, but are offset by one column to the right (in one
hemisphere) or to the left (in the other hemisphere). This offset
means that any individual E-PG neuron indirectly excites its
neighbor via a P-EN intermediary.
To prevent this excitation from spreading across the entire circuit, lateral inhibition is required [94–96,100]. Whereas direct evidence for the cell type providing this inhibition is lacking, local
interneurons of the protocerebral bridge — closely resembling
TB1 neurons from other insects [92,101] — appear to be the
most promising candidates [100]. These cells have complex
branching patterns [84,102] covering the entire protocerebral
bridge and could potentially connect all E-PG cells to one
another in ways compatible with ring attractor circuits. In the
context of a path integration circuit, TB1 neurons in bees,
differing slightly in their morphology from their fly counterparts,
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were used to construct a ring attractor circuit model without the
need for recurrent excitation [64], indicating that there might be
several possible implementations of ring attractors in the insect
central complex with subtle differences reflecting different needs
of each species.
How does the movement of the animal update the location of
the bump within the central complex? Two potential input pathways to the fly ring attractor circuit exist: The most prominent
one, mediated by TL-neurons/ring-neurons, directly feeds onto
the E-PG neurons in the CBL and carries visual feature information [97,103] and, in other insects, information about compass
cues [10]. Unfortunately it has not been resolved how individual
neurons of that pathway connect to the elements of the headdirection network, so it is still unclear how the disordered compass information from several parallel pathways is used to
update the bump position in the CBL/protocerebral bridge.
The second input pathway is less well described, but, in
contrast, its effects on the circuit have been clearly revealed
[94,95,104]. It carries information about body rotations (rotational optic flow and likely proprioceptive information) and
feeds onto the P-EN neurons. Via an intricate mechanism
rooted in subtle anatomical features of the central complex
(Figure 5D), the head-direction bump in the E-PG cells will
always be pulled either clockwise or counterclockwise along
the ring by the P-EN cells, as long as the fly performs counterclockwise or clockwise angular movements, respectively.
While the specific role of this circuit for path integration, and
its link to compass input remains to be resolved, the head-direction signal it generates in the protocerebral bridge-columns
is suited to be one principal input to any possible downstream
path integrator.
Sensing Distances
Direction signals are a crucial input for path integration, but have
to be combined with information about the distances covered to
enable returning to a point of origin. As mentioned above, bees
use translational optic flow to estimate distances, while ants
do the same by integrating their steps. Recently, neurons responding to translational optic flow in a speed-dependent way
have been shown to terminate in the bee central complex [64].
Specifically, they relay information from the ventromedial and
lateral protocerebrum to the noduli, small regions of previously
unknown function present in all flying insects.
Two of these cells, TN1 and TN2 (Figure 5B), exist on either
side of the midline, yielding a set of four neurons per brain.
Each cell is tuned to translational optic flow originating from a
particular azimuth located ca. 45on either side of the midline,
both in front and behind the bee. These neurons thus tile the
animal’s movement space into four cardinal directions and
together can robustly encode all translational movements of
the bee [64]. This yields a reliable result even during periods of
holonomic motion, when the body axis of the bee is not aligned
with its movement direction and the bee performs sideways
movements, for example, while hovering in front of flowers.
Whether these cells are also involved in mediating information
from legs for stride integration in ants remains to be explored,
particularly in the light of behavioral results in ants suggesting
that distance information based on optic flow cannot be
transferred to measuring distance by step integration during
walking [32].

Path Integration Memory
Unlike navigation using visual landmark information, path integration as such does not involve long-term memory. The information required to return home is solely based on the integrated
version of their preceding foraging journey, stored in working
memory. The full memories of the path integrator — both the
abilities to estimate heading direction and distances — last
only for 24 hours and decline rapidly thereafter [105,106]. In stark
contrast, memories of nest-associated visual landmarks last for
the entire lifetime, at least in desert ants [106,107]. To establish a
working memory of a foraging trip, translational speed has to be
integrated over time to obtain a measure for the flown distance.
Whereas the mechanism for this integration has not been identified in vivo, a computational model of the bee central complex
has combined optic flow-sensitive TN neurons from the noduli
with compass neurons in the protocerebral bridge to generate
a distance memory [64]. This model results in an accumulation
of neural activity in each of the eight directions represented by
the head-direction cell population. As each accumulator unit is
a separate, direction-locked odometer, no dedicated odometer
cell representing the total distance traveled is required. Rather,
the combined activity of all eight integrators represents the distance to the point of origin in conjunction with its direction at
any given moment in time during foraging.
The neural substrate for this proposed path integration memory are columnar neurons of the CBU (CPU4 neurons; P-FN in
Drosophila; Figure 5B), which connect the protocerebral bridge
and the noduli to project to the CBU in a regular pattern
[84,85,108]. Per column there are a minimum of 18 cells in the
examined bee species [64], allowing for the existence of recurrent microcircuits within each columnar circuit that could act
as the accumulator for one compass direction. While remaining
hypothetical, this implementation of path integration uses only
biologically plausible connections between existing central complex neurons and predicts specific activity patterns across the
population of CPU4 cells after defined foraging trips. These patterns represent a distributed neural code for the home vector,
which can be experimentally verified in the future.
Steering
The distributed home vector representation of the bee path integration model essentially encodes the goal of the insect’s
behavior during the homing trip. Likely downstream neurons
have been suggested to compare this information to the current
compass heading and initialize compensatory steering movements to align intended and actual headings [64]. The central
complex has been implicated in motor planning for nearly three
decades, based on deficits in walking behavior, turning ability,
and leg coordination in structural central complex mutants of
Drosophila [109,110]. More recently, extracellular recordings
from freely moving cockroaches have revealed that activity of
central complex neurons predicts the imminent movements
of the animal [111]. These cells encode specific combinations
of rotational and translational movements and thereby encode
future trajectories of the cockroach. All recordings combined
constitute a population of cells that mapped the possible movement space of the animal. Current injection through the same
electrodes that were used for recording central complex activity
during free movement caused the insect to turn in a predicted
Current Biology 28, R1043–R1058, September 10, 2018 R1053
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direction, presumably by activating neurons near the electrode
terminals, thereby demonstration a causal relation between the
neural activity and the motor action [111].
Unfortunately, the morphological identity of these cells is not
known. However, virtual current injections into the modeled
path integration circuit of the bee showed that similarly predictable turning behavior can be initiated when artificially driving the
output cells of the circuit [64]. In the model, these neurons (CPU1
columnar cells; Figure 5B) compare the neural activity of the
protocerebral bridge compass cells with the output of the memory units. If the CPU1 population in one hemisphere exceeds the
activity level of that in the other hemisphere, steering is initiated
to turn the insect towards the target. These cells possibly correspond to the movement-predicting neurons in cockroaches.
CPU1 cells are highly conserved across many insects and are
considered the major output cells of the central complex
[64,85,86,102]. They converge in a brain region called the lateral
accessory lobe, which is known to contain premotor neurons in
the silk moth Bombyx mori [112,113]. These moth neurons show
so-called flip-flop activity that is characterized by sustained periods of alternating high and low firing rates [114]. The transition
between the two states is initiated by sensory information, most
commonly short pheromone pulses [113], but can also be triggered by light flashes [115]. As neck motor neurons show flipflop activity as well and head-turns often precede body-turns,
the flip-flop circuit is considered a control network for turning
movements during moth odor plume tracking [116]. Mirroring
the neural activity, this tracking behavior features typical zigzagging movements, during which the moth passes through
the odor plume multiple times and reverses flight direction after
each exposure to the plume. Consistent with the idea that this
circuit fundamentally underlies steering in insects [112], the
path integration circuit model of bees yielded similar steering
behavior when implemented on a robot [64].
Overall, the insect central complex appears to contain all elements for a path integration circuit, ranging from the representation of the animal’s current heading, input from speed sensing
cells, a possible neural substrate for a distributed home vector
representation, and output neurons that link to known steering
centers of the insect brain.
Towards Unified Neural Control of Navigation
Many questions about how insect brains control path integration
remain unanswered. Arguably the most fundamental question is
how path integration is embedded into the general behavioral
repertoire of insects, especially as it has become clear from
behavioral data that path integration is essentially never used
in isolation. How does the brain switch between explorative navigation, during which the path integrator accumulates information, and homing, during which this information is used to drive
the turning movements of the animal? Locating the motivational
switches responsible for these transitions between strategies
might also resolve how other navigation strategies, for example
route following and landmark navigation, are integrated with path
integration.
One region of the central complex appears to be anatomically
suited to serve as an integration site for different strategies: the
CBU (fan-shaped body) receives input from many different brain
areas via a diverse set of input neurons [86,117,118]. These
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regions include areas that receive projections from the output
cells of the mushroom body and thus could carry information
controlling navigation strategies that require long-term memory
(route following, landmark navigation, retrieval of averaged path
integration vectors). The axonal terminals of these cells in the
CBU could provide input to the dendrites of CPU1 neurons and
would thus converge onto the same steering circuit as path integration output [64,119]. Using the dendritic trees of CPU1 cells as
an integration site for working-memory-based output from the
path integrator and for long-term memory-based output generated by other strategies would also allow efficient weighting of
these navigation modes. The input with the best signal to noise
ratio would dominate CPU1 neuron activity and all inputs combined would generate an integrated activity pattern indicating
the insect’s desired heading, which then could be compared to
the protocerebral bridge-based representation of the current
compass heading to guide the animal’s next movement decision.
Finally, if the path integration memory is based on ongoing
activity in the CBU, information flow from the CBU towards
long-term storage must exist, for example to allow averaging
of vectors and association of vectors with landmarks, which
are suggested for instance by honeybee dance observations.
The mushroom body is the most likely location for long-term
storage, yet there is no known direct connection between the
central complex and this area, highlighting the need for more
comprehensive analysis of the neural connections of the central
complex.
Open Conceptual Questions
In summary, insects have evolved strategies in the context of
path integration that approximate optimal computations. However, some aspects of path integration and search behavior
remain elusive, such as the drifting search patterns observed
in some ants [70], or how search paths themselves are generated
[62,65,66]. Similarly, it is unclear whether search is an emergent
property of the path integration system itself [59,64,120] or
requires additional neural control. A reward-based motivational
system may be able to orchestrate largely independent functional modules, of which path integration, search, route
following, and landmark navigation are examples [77,121]. If
so, path integration can be understood independently of the
rest of an insect’s navigational system. But if path integration
is interwoven with other strategies such as search, dance, and
landmark memories, then a reductionist approach may not
suffice.
While a definite answer is still to be found, several lines of evidence seem to favor the latter possibility. The fact that a highly
conserved brain region like the central complex appears to be at
the heart of path integration is striking, as the basic neural circuits proposed to underlie path integration are also present in
non-homing insects. Clearly this brain region is involved in a
stunningly rich variety of behaviors beyond path integration
[81,89,109,111,122–124], and it will be a major task to pin these
to specific components or computations of the neural circuitry of
this brain center. Whether these circuits have been modified
from an ancestral version to endow homing insects with a
capable path integrator, or if all insects have a basic ability to
path integrate are yet to be established.
Given the intimate relation between systematic search and path
integration behaviors, it would seem to be a promising strategy to
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use search that can be centered around a random, non-salient
position in space as an indication for the existence of an underlying path integrator, allowing to also access path integration
control circuits in non-homing insects. But it may be questioned
whether behavioral experiments in artificial, simplified settings
make full use of the animal’s mental abilities. If more complex
strategies are used by the insect brain during natural foraging,
for example information fusion or cognitive maps, these could
produce behavior indistinguishable from path integration during
simplified tasks. While the natural ecology of some insect species
may indeed favor path integration as the most parsimonious
interpretation of their navigational behaviors, it remains unclear
whether this is true of insects in general.
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